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Simultaneous production of D and B mesons∗
Rafa l Maciu la
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Radzikowskiego 152,
PL-31-342 Krako´w, Poland
We present results of our studies of double-parton scattering (DPS) ef-
fects in simultaneous production of heavy flavour mesons (charm and bot-
tom). We discuss production of charm-bottom and bottom-bottom meson-
meson pairs in proton-proton collisions at the LHC. The calculation of DPS
mechanism is performed within factorized ansatz where each parton scat-
tering is calculated within kT -factorization approach. The hadronization
is done with the help of fragmentation functions. For completeness we
compare results for double- and single-parton scattering (SPS). The SPS
components are also calculated in the kT -factorization with the help of
KaTie Monte Carlo generator. As in the case of double charm production
also here the DPS dominates over the SPS, especially for small transverse
momenta. We present several distributions and integrated cross sections
with realistic cuts for simultaneous production of D0B+ and B+B+, sug-
gesting future experimental studies at the LHC.
PACS numbers: 13.87.Ce,14.65.Dw
1. Introduction
In the ongoing era of LHC a precise theoretical description of high-energy
proton-proton collisions requires inclusion of multiple-parton interactions
(MPI). Over last years several experimental and theoretical studies of soft
and hard MPI effects for different processes have been performed (see e.g.
Refs. [1, 2]). A major part of those analyses concentrate in particular on
phenomena of double-parton scattering (DPS). Usually, examination of DPS
mechanism essentially needs dedicated experimental analyses and is strongly
limited because of large background coming from standard single-parton
scattering (SPS).
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We have clearly shown in our previous papers that double open charm
meson production pp → DD X is one of the best reaction to study hard
double-parton scattering effects at the LHC [3, 4, 5, 6]. In this case the
standard SPS contribution is much smaller than the DPS one and the cross
sections for the DPS at the LHC are predicted to be quite large, in par-
ticular, much larger than for other reactions previously studied in this con-
text in the literature. Following these observations we have also carefully
examined DPS effects in pp → 4jets X [7, 8], pp → D0 + 2jets X and
pp→ D0D0 + 2jetsX [9] reactions.
Here, we wish to present results of similar phenomenological studies of
DPS effects in the case of associated open charm and bottom pp→ D0B+X
as well as double open bottom pp → B+B+X production. We extend re-
sults known from the literature both for bb¯bb¯ [10] and cc¯bb¯ [11] by includ-
ing hadronization effects, the LHCb detector acceptance, and especially,
by including single-parton scattering mechanism for a first time in a fully
consistent way.
2. A sketch of our approach
2.1. Single-parton scattering
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Fig. 1. A diagrammatic representation of the dominant SPS mechanism for the
pp→ cc¯bb¯X (left panel) and for the pp→ bb¯bb¯ X (right panel) reactions.
In the kT -factorization approach [12, 13] the SPS cross section for pp→
QQ¯QQ¯X reaction (see Fig. 1) can be written as
dσpp→QQ¯QQ¯ X =
∫
dx1
d2k1t
π
dx2
d2k2t
π
Fg(x1, k21t, µ2)Fg(x2, k22t, µ2)dσˆgg→QQ¯QQ¯ .
(1)
In the formula above Fg(x, k2t , µ2) is the unintegrated gluon distribution
function (uGDF). The uGDF depends on longitudinal momentum fraction
x, transverse momentum squared k2t of the gluons initiating the hard pro-
cess, and also on a factorization scale µ2. The elementary cross section in
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Eq. (1) can be written as:
dσˆgg→QQ¯QQ¯ =
4∏
l=1
d3pl
(2π)32El
(2π)4δ4(
4∑
l=1
pl−k1−k2)× 1
flux
|Mg∗g∗→QQ¯QQ¯(k1, k2)|2 ,
(2)
where El and pl are energies and momenta of final state heavy quarks.
The matrix element takes into account that both gluons entering the hard
process are off-shell with virtualities k21 = −k21t and k22 = −k22t. We limit the
numerical calculations to the dominant at high energies gluon-gluon fusion
channel for the 2→ 4 mechanism under consideration.
The off-shell matrix elements for higher final state parton multiplicities
are available, e.g. through numerical methods based on BCFW recursion
[14]. Here, we use the KaTie code [15], which is a complete Monte Carlo
parton-level event generator for hadron scattering processes, for any initial
partonic state with on-shell or off-shell partons.
In the numerical calculation, we use µ2=
∑4
i=1m
2
it/4 as the renormal-
ization/factorization scale, wheremit’s are the transverse masses of the out-
going heavy quarks. We take running αs at next-to-leading order (NLO),
charm quark mass mc = 1.5 GeV and bottom quark mass mb = 4.75 GeV.
We use the Kimber-Martin-Ryskin (KMR) [16, 17] unintegrated distribu-
tions for gluon calculated from the MMHT2014nlo PDFs [18]. The effects
of the c → D0 and b → B+ hadronization are taken into account via the
scale-independent Peterson model of fragmentation function (FF) [19] with
εc = 0.05 and εb = 0.004.
2.2. Double-parton scattering
A textbook form of multiple-parton scattering theory (see e.g. Refs. [20,
21]) is rather well established, however, not yet applicable for phenomeno-
logical studies. Generally, the DPS cross sections can be calculated with the
help of the double parton distribution functions (dPDFs). Unfortunately,
the currently available models of the dPDFs are still rather at a preliminary
stage. So far they are formulated only for gluon or for valence quarks and
only in a leading-order framework.
Instead of the general form, one usually follows the so-called factorized
ansatz, where the dPDFs are taken in the factorized form:
D1,2(x1, x2, µ) = f1(x1, µ) f2(x2, µ) θ(1− x1 − x2) . (3)
Here, D1,2(x1, x2, µ) is the dPDF and fi(xi, µ) are the standard single PDFs
for the two generic partons in the same proton. The factor θ(1− x1 − x2)
ensures that the sum of the two parton momenta does not exceed 1.
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Fig. 2. A diagrammatic representation of the DPS mechanism for the pp→ cc¯bb¯X
(left panel) and for the pp→ bb¯bb¯X (right panel) reactions.
The differential cross section for pp → QQ¯QQ¯ X reaction within the
DPS mechanism, sketched in Fig. 2, can be then expressed as follows:
dσDPS(QQ¯QQ¯)
dξ1dξ2
=
m
σeff
· dσ
SPS(gg → QQ¯)
dξ1
·σ
SPS(gg → QQ¯)
dξ2
, (4)
where ξ1 and ξ2 stand for generic phase space kinematical variables for the
first and second scattering, respectively. The combinatorial factorm is equal
1 for cc¯bb¯ and 0.5 for bb¯bb¯ case. When integrating over kinematical variables
one recovers the commonly used pocket-formula:
σDPS(QQ¯QQ¯) = m·σ
SPS(gg → QQ¯)·σSPS(gg → QQ¯)
σeff
. (5)
The effective cross section σeff provides normalization of the DPS cross
section and is usually interpreted as a measure of the transverse correla-
tion of the two partons inside the hadrons. The longitudinal parton-parton
correlations are expected to be far less important when the energy of the
collision is increased. For small-x partons and for low and intermediate
scales the possible longitudinal correlations can be safely neglected (see e.g.
Ref. [22]). In this paper we use world-average value of σeff = 15 mb provided
by several experiments at different energies (see e.g. Ref. [2] for a review).
In our present analysis cross sections for each step of the DPS mechanism
are calculated in the kT -factorization approach, that is:
dσSPS(pp→ QQ¯ X1)
dy1dy2d2p1,td2p2,t
=
1
16π2sˆ2
∫
d2k1t
π
d2k2t
π
|Mg∗g∗→QQ¯|2
× δ2
(
~k1t + ~k2t − ~p1t − ~p2t
)
Fg(x1, k21t, µ2)Fg(x2, k22t, µ2),
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dσSPS(pp→ QQ¯ X2)
dy3dy4d2p3,td2p4,t
=
1
16π2sˆ2
∫
d2k3t
π
d2k4t
π
|Mg∗g∗→QQ¯|2
× δ2
(
~k3t + ~k4t − ~p3t − ~p4t
)
Fi(x3, k23t, µ2)Fj(x4, k24t, µ2).
(6)
The numerical calculations of the DPS are also done within the KaTie code.
Here, the strong coupling constant αS and uGDFs are taken the same as
in the case of the calculation of the SPS mechanism. The factorization and
renormalization scales for the two single scatterings are µ2=
m21t+m
2
2t
2
for the
first, and µ2=
m23t+m
2
4t
2
for the second subprocess.
3. Numerical results
We start this section with presentation of results for inclusive open bot-
tom meson production. In Fig. 3 we compare our theoretical predictions
based on the kT -factorization approach with the LHCb experimental data
[23] at
√
s = 7 TeV. We get a very good agreement with the experimental
points for both, the transverse momentum (left panel) and rapidity (right
panel) B0 meson distributions. Only the cross section in the lowest rapidity
bin y ∈ (2.0, 2.5) seems to be slightly overestimated, however the experi-
mental uncertainties in this case are noticeably larger than in other rapidity
intervals.
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Fig. 3. Transverse momentum (left) and rapidity (right) distributions of B0 meson
measured by the LHCb experiment at
√
s = 7 TeV [23]. Theoretical predictions
(solid lines) are calculated within the kT -factorization approach with the KMR
uPDFs. Details are specified in the figure.
Now we consider inclusive production of D0B+-pairs. This mode has
the most advantageous cb → DB fragmentation probability and leads to
the biggest cross sections. In Fig. 4 we show the transverse momentum
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distribution of D0 (left panel) and B+ (right panel) meson at
√
s = 13 TeV
for the case of simultaneous D0B+-pair production in the LHCb fiducial
volume defined as 2 < y < 4 and 3 < pT < 12 GeV for both mesons.
The SPS (dotted lines) and the DPS (dashed lines) components are shown
separately, together with their sum (solid lines). The DPS component leads
to an evident enhancement of the cross section, at the level of order of
magnitude, in the whole considered kinematical domain. We predict that
the D0B+ data sample, that could be collected with the LHCb detector,
should be DPS dominated in the pretty much the same way as in the case
of double charm production (see e.g. Ref. [4]).
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Fig. 4. Transverse momentum distribution of D0 (left) and B+ (right) meson
at
√
s = 13 TeV for the case of inclusive D0B+-pair production in the LHCb
fiducial volume. The SPS (dotted) and the DPS (dashed) components are shown
separately. The solid lines correspond to the sum of the two mechanisms under
consideration. The results are obtained within the kT -factorization approach with
the KMR uPDFs.
In Fig. 5 we present correlations observables that could be helpful in
experimental identification of the predicted DPS effects. The characteristics
of the di-meson invariant massMD0B+ (left panel) as well as of the azimuthal
angle ϕD0B+ (right panel) differential distributions is clearly determined by
the large contribution of the DPS mechanism.
The predictions for B+B+ meson-meson pair production for the LHCb
experiment leads to similar conlusions as those presented above. The effects
related to the DPS mechanism on the B+-meson transverse momentum
(see Fig. 6), on di-meson invariant mass MB+B+ and on relative azimuthal
angle ϕB+B+ (see left and right panels of Fig. 7) distributions are pretty
much the same as in the case of simultaneous production of charm and
bottom. The predicted absolute normalization of the cross section and
relative contribution of the DPS are only a bit smaller than in the D0B+
case.
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 but for the D0B+-pair invariant mass (left) and
azimuthal angle ϕD0B+ (right) distributions.
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Fig. 6. Transverse momentum distribution of B+ meson at
√
s = 13 TeV for the
case of inclusive B+B+-pair production in the LHCb fiducial volume. The SPS
(dotted) and the DPS (dashed) components are shown separately. The solid lines
correspond to the sum of the two mechanisms under consideration. The results are
obtained within the kT -factorization approach with the KMR uPDFs.
To summarize the situation for the LHCb experiment, in Table 1, we
collect the integrated cross sections for D0B+ and B+B+ meson-meson pair
production in nanobarns within the relevant acceptance: 2 < yD0,B+ < 4
and 3 < pD
0,B+
T < 12 GeV. We predict quite large cross sections, in particu-
lar, at
√
s = 7 TeV the calculated cross section for D0B+ pair production is
only 5 times smaller than the cross section already measured by the LHCb
for D0D0 final state [24]. The cross sections for B+B+ are order of mag-
nitude smaller than in the mixed charm-bottom mode, however, still seems
measurable. In both cases, the DPS component is the dominant one. The
relative DPS contribution for both energies and for both experimental modes
is at the very high level of 90%. This makes the possible measurements a
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Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but for the B+B+-pair invariant mass (left) and
azimuthal angle ϕB+B+ (right) distributions.
Table 1. The integrated cross sections for D0B+ and B+B+ meson-meson pair
production (in nb) within the LHCb acceptance: 2 < yD0,B+ < 4 and 3 < p
D0,B+
T <
12 GeV, calculated in the kT -factorization approach. The numbers include the
charge conjugate states.
Final state Mechanism
√
s = 7 TeV
√
s = 13 TeV
D0B+ + D¯0B−
DPS 115.50 418.79
SPS 21.13 51.46
B+B+ +B−B−
DPS 11.04 43.40
SPS 1.31 3.39
very interesting for the multi-parton interaction community.
4. Conclusions
In the present paper we have carefully examined simultaneous produc-
tion of charm-bottom and bottom-bottom meson-meson pairs. It was our
aim to understand the interplay of single- and double-parton scattering pro-
cesses. The SPS results were obtained with the help of the KaTie code that
allows for calculations based on kT -factoriszation approach. The DPS cal-
culations have been done within the standard so far factorized ansatz with
two independent partonic scatterings. The so-called σeff parameter have
been fixed at the same values as used in our previous studies for double
charm production.
We have considered several differential distributions for simultaneous
production of charmed and bottom mesons. The DPS mechanism have
been shown to dominate for small invariant masses of the DB systems. We
have predicted only a small correlation in relative azimuthal angle, typical
for DPS dominance.
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The situation for two B+B+ meson production is rather similar as for
the mixed heavy flavour production, but here the dominance of the DPS over
SPS is limited to smaller corners of the phase space. A good description of
future data will therefore require to include both DPS and SPS mechanisms
simultaneously. All the considered reactions should be easily measured as
the corresponding cross sections are rahter large.
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